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ABSTRACT
Martial art actions can he represented via VRML
animations or extracted by video tracking. We propose an
action retrieval method, which allows users to retrieve
similar actions of martial arts. The mechanism is based on
a similarity function that compares animation uacks. A
representation of human skeleton includes head, knee,
elbow, wrist, etc further aggregates important features in
martial art actions. Different weights are dynamically
calculated according to motion sensitivity of feature points.
As a result, the system can automatically retrieve similar
martial art actions. The results are tested by professional
kung fu master with a good satisfaction.
Key words: VRML, animation, automatic action
retrieval, virtual reality, martial art

automatic retrieval system tells the user which set of spar
actions is similar to the one heishe is learning.
In order to compare the animation tracks of different
feature points, a normalization technique is required since
different VRML actors may have different highs and
weights. Also, animation tracks may have different
lengths. We present the normalization of action tracks in
section 2. A skeleton is required to represent human body,
which is presented in section 3. A distance function which
aggregates feature points in Bar-Chi Spar is presented in
section 4. Our system is implemented using the 3D Studio
Max and the Cortona VR Player. We compare the
retrieval outcome with the reviews from three kung fu
masters in section 5 , before our conclusion section is
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. NORMALIZATION OF ACTION TRACKS

Automatic retrieval of actions in 3D space is a challenge
but useful technique. Examples of behavior understanding
of video can be found in [I, 21. Motion tracking and
recognition of human interactions by a multi-layer finite
state machine is presented in [l]. By using body pose
vectors, human action recognition is presented in [2].
With recent Virtual Reality technologies, movies can he
made my VR-based or Augmented Reality-based actors.
Retrieval of actors in a 3D scene become a useful
technology [3,5], if animated actors in a scene datahase is
to be reused [4]. In stead of using user pre-defined
metadata [4], 3D animations should be retrieved based on
the existing animation models. We look at one particular
domain as an example showing our contribution and its
possible extensions. Martial arts can be represented as
VRML animations. A particular martial art, known as the
Bar-Chi Spar, is our target application. Bar-Chi Spar was
originated in Ho-Bai, China, in around 1368. The unique
basic action of Bar-Chi Spar is clear, fast, powerful, and
smooth. According to our Bar-Chi Spar guru, the use of
head, shoulder, elbow, pud, tail, crotch, knee, and foot are
the features which represent different sets of spar actions.
Assuming that these features can be extmcted from a
VRML model, which teaches Bar-Chi Spar, it is possible
to record the animation tracks of these important portions
of a human body and tn save it for comparison. Thus, an

Object animation tracks are not necessary represented
with the same amount of tracking points. It is necessary to
normalize animation tracks before we use these tracks in a
similarity function. One way to normalize number of
tracking points in two tracks is to add interpolation points.
According to 3D geometric, three feature points form a
circle in the three dimensional space. With a limited
granularity, it is reasonable to use interpolated points on
the circle as an approximation of an animation track.
Assuming that we have three points Pl=(xl,yl,zl),
P2=(x2,y2,z2), and P3=(x3,y3,z3). Also, let point (X, Y, 2)
represents. the center of the circle. We can form the
following three equations:
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QI=XI-XZ,
h2=

PI=YI-YZ.~ I = Z I - Z Z ,a2=XZ-x3,

P2'yZ-y3.

z 2-23

al*X+ p,* Y+bl* Z = CI ................................................ (1)
a2*X+ p2* Y+ b2*Z = C2 ................................................
(2)
(pI*b2-?.,* pz)*X+( &*a2-a,*h2)*Y+(aI*p2-f3,*a2)*Z=

..............

(3)

where C,, C2, and C, are constants. The fmt two
equations represent two plans based on lines {PI, PZ},
and {P2, P3}, respectively. Equation (3) represents a plan
k o m the three points, P1, P2, and P3. By substituting
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(xl+x2)/2, (yr+y2)/2, and (z1+z,)/2 for X, Y, and ,Z,
res ectively,in equation (l), we have C~=[(x?+y,*+ 2 1 3 (x2 +y: + ~ ~ 3 1 1Similarly,
2.
we have C*=[(x?+y: +) :2 ( X ? + Y+
~ ~2,2)]/2. Substituting xl, yI, zI for X, Y, and Z in
(3)yields C,=(P,* h * - h l * PI) * X I +@.I* a*-a l ' h z )
* y l + ( a l * p l - P l * a 2 ) * z,, WiththevaluesofCI,C2,
and C3, we use Gauss elimination to solve the above three
equations.

P

3. REPRESENTATION OF SKELETON
A body skeleton for action tracking can be represented by
16 feature points, as illustrated in figure 2. These fcature
points are constructed as the f i s t representation of VRML
object, which stores a Bar-Chi Spar. In figure 3, each of
these 16 feature points are represented. The second
representation of a VRML object draws the avatar (shown
in figure 5). In a practical situation, some feature points
are less significant as compared to some points with a
high momentum. For sack of computation efficiency,
snme of the feature points are omitted. In addition,
momenta are computed based on portions of a human
body. For instance, left thigh, left knee, and left foot are
considered as an aggregation. In our model, we estimate
the momenta of the following four portions:
Lefl Hand = lefl shoulder + left elbow + left wrist
Right Hand = right shoulder + right elbow +right wrist
Lett Leg = left thigh + lefl h e e + lefl foot
Right Leg = right thigh + right knee fright foot

Figure 1: Adding an Interpolation Point w'.
To find an interpolated point on the circle, as illustrated in
figure 1, we find the value of point w first. Since w is on a
line constructed by points Q and R , we have w=(l-A)*Q +
A V , where 1= [0..1]. Assuming that r is the radius of the
circle (i.e., r = IIPQlI, or the distance between P and Q),
we have Pw'=Pw / llPw[l r. Thus, the interpolated point
w ' is obtained. Note that, the interpolated points can be
multiple. The number of interpolated points depends on
the length between two tracking points, as well as the
length of track. The normalization procedure takes two
steps. The fust step add interpolated points among
tracking poink such that two tracks to be compared result
in the same number of points (interpolated points plus
tracking points). The second step normalizes the lengths
of tracks. The PCA mechanism applied to thc bounding
boxes ofthe two action tracks is used.

Figure 2: A Human Body Skeleton

According o w Bar-Chi Spar master, the omitted features
points (i.e., hip, spine, neck, and head) does, not play
important roles in spar actions.

Figure 3: Feature Points of a Body Skeleton and
Animation Tracks (with Interpolation Points)

I

4. SIMILARITY OF SPARS
The implementation of our system requires a VRML
parser, which decompose objects of a spar avatar into
different sections. We only consider coordinates and sizes.
Color information and appearance (i.e., material) are not
used. Coordinate information include rotation and
translation. It is necessary to convert rotation information
into relative coordinates, with size information normalized
in a post process. According to the skeleton, rotations
include multiple origins. For instance, the rotation of left
knee is based on the rotation of left tight. Assuming that
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pI represents the feature point of left thigh and p2
represents the left knee, and pl=(x,,yl,zl), p2=(x2,y2,z2).
We can use:
a2(1-cose)+ cos0 ab(1-cose) - c sine ac(l-cose) + b sine
R = ab(l-cos8) +c sine b2(1-cost3)+ cos0 bc(1-cos0) - a sine
ac(l-cose) -b sine bc(l-cos8) + a sine c * ( ~ - ~
+ cod
~~e
where (a, b, c, e) represents the rotation vector and angle.
yz’+yI, ZZ’+ZI). And
This yields p:’=R p2 + pI=(x~’+x~,
p2’ is the final coordinate. After rotation information is
converted, spar avatars contain only relative coordinates.
These coordinates are consecutive points which can be
subdivided into series of vectors. Assuming that each of
the two vector series of two avatars contains a pair of
points, (pl,p2) and (pl’,p2’), and PI=(XI.YIA),
P~=(XI,YZ.ZI).
PI’=(XI’,YI’,~I’),PI’=(X~’.Y~’.~Z’).
Let

respectively. For instance, category D include a case RH,
> LH, > LLd > RL,, which has distance 3 from category A.

)

In addition, a special condition (shown as “Special”) is
used with different weights in the tree. Note that, there are
24 cases based on the momenta. Each case has its
discrimination tree. The result is used in weight
calculation (i.e., the use of n l , n2, n3, and Q). If two spars
are in the same category, the weights are the same.
Otherwise, the weights are decided by the distance (i.e.,
dis in table I). The weights are added according to the
order of body portions in the query action. Portions of the
same kind in both the query and the target actions use the
same weights for enhancement. The effect will enlarge the
differences of potions with larger momenta, which are
important according to our kung fu master.
&-H
J
‘

z4

v = ( v x = x , - x l , v y = y2-y,.vz=z*-zI)
V’ = (VX’=X,’.X,’, Vy’=yi’-y1‘ ,Vz’=Z*’-z,’)

The difference of the two vectors is d = (Vx-Vx’( + IvyVy’l + IVz-Vz’l. When we compare the differences
between two spar tracks, the differences of vectors are
accumulated. To compare two Bar-Chi Spar actions, not
only the tracks of feature points are considered. The
significance of each feature point is very important,
according to our kung fu guru. As we mentioned before,
we disregard some feature points such as hip and spine.
And, we treat hands and legs as aggregated units. This is
due to the fact that, shoulder, elbow, and wrist are
naturally connected. Thus, we differentiate the degree of
momenta among left hand (LH), right hand (RH), left leg
(LL), and right leg (RL). The fnst approach of our
similarity function which compares two Bar-Chi Spar
actions only relies on adding weights to the above 4
aggregated units. Suppose that a query spar has degree of
momenta sorted as RH > LA > RL > LL. And, let RH,,
LHd, U,, and LL, be the differences of feature point
vectors between the query spar and a target spar. We
further enhance the accumulated similarity measure as:
d = n, * RHd+n2* LH,+n,

* RL,+n,*

LLd

The weights should be arranged in a non-increasing order
(i.e., n, >= n2 >= n3 >= Q). Note that, a default setting in
OUT system is nl = 4, n2 = 3, n, = 2, and Q = 1. However,
the weights can be adjusted by a kung fu master. Another
approach to enhance the significance of feature points
relies on the momenta as well. However, the relation of
aggregated units in a body skeleton is also considered. We
propose a skeleton discrimination tree, which is
constructed for each query action. For instance, if LH, >
R H d > LL, > U,,,the tree is show in figure 4. According
to the human skeleton, actions are discriminated into five
categories. The category distance between category A and
the rest are 1 , 2, 3, and 4 for categories B, C, D, and E,

Figure 4: Skeleton Discrimination Tree
Table 1: Weights for Similarity Calculation
A
I B I C I D I E

Groups)

1

1

1
1

1

1

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We constructed 16 Bar-Chi Spar actions. Each spar is
used as a query to compare the similarity with other spars.
However, we divide the rest 15 spars into three groups for
an easier comparison by human. A query spar is
compares to 5 spars in a group, with results range from 1
(more similar) to 5 (less similar). Three Bar-Chi Spar
gurus give the comparison with the help of our graduate
students. The average similarities from the three experts
are shown in table 2. The results of similarity distance
i?om computer are shown in table 3 (see an example in
figure 5). If the momenta of the 4 body portions have the
same weight, the results are less realistic. If we use the
default weights (i.e., nl = 4, n2= 3, n3 = 2, and Q = l), the
results are acceptable. Finally, the adjustable weights in
table 1 yield a hest solution (with actual distance between
spars shown in table 3).
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Table 2: Similarity Averages from 3 Kung Fu Gurus

1.1 L.7

L

1

1
2.33

I

1

1

4.67133idi
1

1.111.67

A few issues are listed in our future work. Firstly, since
the movements in Bar-Chi Spar are relevant to the center
of a human body, it is easier to normalize the scale of
momenta. But, in other application domains (e.g., ice
skating, jump, skiing, etc), redundant track portions
should be eliminated. However, to decompose a series of
actions and to extract key features are difficult since
different sports might have different focuses. Another
future direction of our work is to incorporate multiple spar
players. Spatial and temporal relations are used to estimate
the interactions. Finally, with object extractions in video
technology, it is possible to analyze spar actions by real
persons.

Table 3: Similarity Distances from Computer

..
Figure 5: Five Soar Actions Retrieved from a
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